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35 | PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
A Lifetime of Opportunities
Career development is a lifelong pursuit for CPAs. These three articles examine how CPAs at different career stages can pursue important opportunities—such as manager, CFO, and consultant.

36 | EARLY CAREER
Making Manager: The Key to Accelerating a Career in Public Accounting
by Chris Baysden
Being promoted to manager is a key development in a young public accountant’s career. Here’s what CPAs need to learn to land that promotion.
➤ For young CPAs in public accounting ➤

40 | MIDDLE CAREER
Motivation and Preparation Can Pave the Path to CFO
by Maria L. Murphy, CPA
CPAs in business and industry face intense competition to land a coveted CFO job. Learn how to best prepare yourself for the role.
➤ For all CPAs ➤

46 | LATE CAREER
Second Act: Consulting
by Ken Tysiak
Learn how to successfully make a late-career transition to consulting, from CPAs who have done it.
➤ For all CPAs ➤

50 | PRACTICE MANAGEMENT
Pricing Issues for Midsize and Large Firm Sales
by Joel Sinkin and Terrence Putney, CPA
Partners in midsize to large firms face many challenges and complexities when negotiating a sale of their ownership interest.
➤ For all CPAs ➤

PROFESSIONAL ISSUES

28 | Making a Positive Impact: Tommye E. Barie Focuses on Relevance, Rigor, and Reach as AICPA Chair
by Ken Tysiak
The AICPA’s 102nd chair, Tommye E. Barie, CPA, will focus on helping the profession deepen its relevance and rigor while extending its reach.
➤ For all CPAs
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54 | PRACTICE MANAGEMENT
Succession Challenges for U.S. CPA Firms to Tackle
by Jim Knafo, CPA, CGMA, and Anita Dennis
U.S. public accounting firms must tackle five challenges in their succession planning to fill the gaps left by Baby Boomer partners who have begun to retire, according to results from a Global Accounting Alliance survey.
› For public accountants

60 | PROFESSIONAL ISSUES
A Major Milestone in Accounting History
Infographic highlights facts and figures behind the AICPA’s 400,000 members.

62 | PROFESSIONAL ISSUES
Balance, Teamwork Part of Vision for Future
by Sheon Ladson Wilson
A team-oriented work culture and work/life balance are keys to keeping young CPAs engaged in the profession, says Jennifer Highsmith, a senior audit associate in Florida who became the AICPA’s 400,000th member.
› For all CPAs

64 | TAX
Form 990: Late Filing Penalty Abatement
by Vani Murthy, CPA
Several types of relief may be available to not-for-profit organizations that incur penalties for violating complex filing requirements.
› For CPAs who advise not-for-profits
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CPE DIRECT:
Another major benefit for JofA readers
Stay current through the JofA and earn CPE credit based on JofA articles—with the CPE Direct self-study subscription program. You can earn up to 48 CPE credits a year. Quarterly CPE Direct study guides combine JofA articles with supplementary materials and examinations.
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